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An autobiography written and lived by the author. From a child to the National President of one the

most notorious Motorcycle clubs in history. The best book of its genre.Once you start it you won't be

able to put it down.
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I just received the book tonight and must say what a killer story it is. I have read all the books by

Barger, Winterhalder and a few other famous bikers and this rates right up there. To go from

childhood dreaming about being a Mongol by a chance encounter to reaching the level of national

president is awesome. Good or bad this book shows what brotherhood is all about. Stand back to

back and face all comers and challenges. If you like true biker stories and biographies you will like

this one. My only complaint is I wish there was more!!! Book comes straight from Mr. Ereckson and

he was kind enough to personalize it for me!! Thanks Junior!!

It was a very exciting book that pulled no punches.Kind of like "Junior" himself.Being a Mongol

seems to be the most important part of his life at the cost of family and friends plus large periods of



his freedom.All I can say is live your life as you see fit.

I've read a few of these books now (biker genre) and this was was really good. It reads like fiction,

as I'm sure there might be a bit that is. Truly a well written book that easily floats from chapter to

chapter. A great build-up at the end that left me guessing until I read the last word (I refrained from

using google). I hope the Mongols appreciate some of the sacrifices made (as I'm sure they do...all

brothers do). Read this one.

Again, the best true crime/outlaw biker books are written by the people who really lived it, (with

ghost writing help) as opposed to researchers working from printed sources--and this is one of

them. Those who write and believe that outlaw MCs exist as just a front for organized crime should

have a look here... the author, Junior, undertook a life that won't make a lot of sense to the ordinary

person---huge risks, to his own self,and his club brothers were taken everyday they walked into a

bar with patches on--not to mention anyone else at the bar! Once upon a time, I believed in that

constant war mentality--us against the world.. now, reading this, it's hard to comprehend risking the

rest of your life in prison over a bar fight...or getting seriously injured or killed OR living with the guilt

of doing it to someone else... Still, his is a compelling story for those very reasons--- Junior made

his club his life, left it and came back despite great personal sacrifice...great story, quick delivery,

and for those who care, Junior signs the book.

I enjoyed the audio book however the narrators voice would be more appropriate for reading a

childrens book rather than a biography of a 1% outlaw biler.

If you know anything at all about the MC world, you will know right away that Junior is the real deal.

If you know nothing about the MC world, you will be in for one helluva ride. Junior pulls back the veil

on a world 99% will never come close to experiencing. This is an easy and very well written book.

Junior has a way of describing events that put you, the reader, right there. There are a lot of MC,

outlaw and 1% books out there, and I have read many, and many are BS and law enforcement

influenced. None come close to "The Unknown Mongol." Thank you, Junior, for writing this. Good

stuff!

This is a very well written and interesting account of his time with the Mongols MC. Rather than

another book written by a cop Junior doesn't just tell the stories about the badass fights and parties



but also talks about his mistakes and failures along with his successes. It's a really good account of

the ups and downs of that life. Definitely recommend.

Outstanding book. Amazing experiences described very well. You can't help but like this guy. Better

than watching a video documentary.
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